Greetings,

We write you as representatives of Heroin Anonymous World Services (HAWS). This informational bulletin’s purpose is to increase communication between the groups of Heroin Anonymous throughout the world.

**New HAWS Web site:**

Over the years, our web site has slowly improved. Soon, we plan to continue this trend by launching a new web site. For those of you who are good organizers and possibly tech-savvy, we welcome your suggestions on how to present the information on our current web site on a new platform.

**Big Literature Committee Changes:**

For some time now, many jobs have fallen under the responsibility of very few when it comes to the HAWS Literature committee. They have successfully created and distributed free meeting startup kits, filled online chips and literature orders, created new readings for our meetings, and much more. As our fellowship has grown in magnitude, these jobs have grown as well. To facilitate this growth, the HAWS Board has split the literature committee into two distinct committees. One continues to handle startup kits and chips and literature orders. The other is geared solely to editing and creating literature for the fellowship. Be on the look-out for big changes in our fellowship’s literature!

**A message from the HA Portland Intergroup:**

The HA Intergroup of Portland, Oregon has formed a committee dedicated to writing new literature that shares our spiritual solution with the heroin addict. Focusing on the principles of the program and emphasizing hope for anyone who is willing to try the Steps, this literature is being used in H&I and several meeting formats. The format is short and simple, similar to the NA "Little White Book" or AA's 12x12. If you have questions or want to contribute, please contact us at: pdxliterature@gmail.com

**Contact Us:**

All correspondence will be filtered by our HA bulletin committee by e-mailing haworldbulletin@gmail.com

We can also be contacted through our web site at www.heroinanonymous.org

*If you would like to be removed from this e-mail list, please reply to this e-mail with such a request.*

Sincerely,

Heroin Anonymous World Services Board